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Executive Summary
In this edition of the Brandjacking IndexTM, we focus on the online travel market
as well as the purchase of commercial aircraft components. We found exploits in
both areas as digital criminals and con artists hijack well-known brands for their
own profit. MarkMonitor® created the Brandjacking Index to measure how pervasive these attacks are and to identify the potential threats to the world’s strongest
brands.
As in our previous reports, this edition of the Brandjacking Index tracked millions
of emails and billions of web pages, including listings on online auctions and B2B
exchanges. We found continuing declines in domain kiting and pay-per-click abuses
due to stepped up litigation efforts by brandholders and ICANN scrutiny, as well as
increasing concentration, sophistication and focus by phishers on a smaller number
of brands.

A total of 14 companies account for 90% of
all phished URLs

Travel and Aircraft Industry Findings
We examined two different segments of the travel industry: the consumer-facing elements of booking online hotel and air travel
and the B2B elements of purchasing spare aircraft parts. Both are seeing plenty of fraudulent incidents, as more and more
people book their flights, hotels and other travel online.
For example, there is a brisk online trade in airline ticket vouchers, averaging more than 160 listings daily with deep discounts
of more than 80% under their face value. Interestingly, this trade
flourishes despite the fact that most airlines have a policy that
these vouchers are non-transferable. To test this theory, we purchased several and, to no surprise, the voucher numbers could
not be validated by the airline when we tried to use them to pay
for a flight. With the recent airline industry bankruptcies we may
expect to see an increased incidence of online fraud related to
refunds, credits and vouchers.

Sample phony airline voucher from online site
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Brand abusers are also getting more sophisticated in their timing and deployment of misleading websites. In one situation, a
fraudulent site was created in early March that looks like a generic travel page. A few weeks later, once search engines had
been able to index the site, the same URL had been transformed into a porn site. This is a very advanced traffic diversion
method and shows how brandjackers can evolve their strategies.

Website in early March ‘08

Same website in late March ’08

As we mentioned in earlier Brandjacking reports, scammers are also combining several exploits, creating ‘blended abuses’
to trap their victims. For example, a website contains pay-per-click travel ads, which lead to malware that gets installed on a
user’s machine when he/she clicks on the ad. The malware contains keystroke monitors that are used to collect usernames
and bank account information.
But online abuses aren’t limited to the travel consumer. MarkMonitor also examined abuses involving the brands of the two
biggest aircraft manufacturers. This is a fertile area, and counterfeit spare parts have even been found aboard Air Force One,
albeit many years ago. The FBI has successfully convicted more than 100 counterfeiters over the years, according to one
news report1.
More recently, we found 24 spare parts vendors for different sources outside normal distribution channels – some of which are major components weighing several
tons.

Aircraft part sales on online exchanges
1 Canadian TV story from March 2002: http://www.ctv.ca/servlet/ArticleNews/story/CTVNews
/20020306/ctvnews848463
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One site, Alibaba, has the majority of the listings, and many of these vendors operate in the U.S. At best, this is a gray market
for legitimate spare parts. At worse, these listings are selling phony or questionable parts. There are differing accounts of how
many fakes are being sold, ranging from a low of 2 percent to a high of 30 percent. Regardless, these fake parts can cause
maintenance problems and cause delays or malfunctions, and mean that a lot of questionable hardware is moving through
the Internet.
Some of these suppliers list all sorts of goods on their sites that don’t inspire confidence as aircraft specialists – as an example,
one vendor will sell you mosquito swatters, musical instruments and decorative light strings in addition to aircraft components.
One request offered the following:

Jets traded for cement? The Internet is a strange and nasty place these days. Finally, we found online sellers of American F16
parts, including one that had 90 other active auctions going in early April, offering truckloads of spare parts.
How private citizens could obtain military fighter jet parts is very much a mystery, and very much illegal, too.
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Summary Findings
While overall brand abuse continues to increase, the distribution of attacks has evolved over the past quarter. Cybersquatting
continues to be the most common method observed with more than 400,000 exploits in the first quarter of 2008.

Brandjacking activity measured in Q1, 2008

The growth in cybersquatting represents a 40% increase for the year. Using brand names as part of a domain name is an easy
way to drive traffic through search engines, and since most common dictionary words are already used for domains, fraudsters
and criminals continue to turn to80,000
brand names and trademarks when they register domains.
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Annual brandjacking activity measured in March 2008. Threat types are not exclusive of other threats. Data is based on weekly samples averaged
over one quarter
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While brand abusers and criminals can be located anywhere, the geographic distribution of sites hosting brand abuse remains
constant. In the first quarter of 2008, the U.S., Germany and the U.K. lead all countries with 66%, 7% and 6% of domains
hosting abuse, respectively.

Geographic brandjacking trends for Q1 2008

Domain count by hosting country, 2007-08, including new domains but not including any
inactive domains

The bad news is that brandjackers continue to target more mainstream consumer goods including food and beverage and
automotive products. The latter has seen the biggest increase of any industry sector, almost doubling in abuses in the past
year.

Brandjacking trends by industry, 2007-08
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In the first quarter of 2008, we also saw the most abuses
in the media sector, with more than 40,000 cases reported.
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The good news is that domain kiting and the related
abuse, pay-per-click (PPC) activity, have leveled off.
PPC threats remained at last quarter’s levels, and still
were below the numbers observed at the beginning of
2007.
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Phishing Trends
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Phishing has become a specialized scheme, with phishers carefully picking their most desirable targets. Our
analysis shows that a total of 14 companies account for
90% of all phish targets, based on phished URLs. During the first quarter of 2008, there was a decrease in
the number of new organizations targeted by phishers,
with 102 companies observed for the first time as the
subjects of an attack, versus 122 in the fourth quarter of
2007. We continue to see seasonal shifts in the types of
target industries, and continued increasing sophistication in the types of exploits used by phishers to obtain
individual user account information.
Overall, 406 different organizations were targets of phishing attacks last quarter, which represents an increase
of 8% over the number observed from the first quarter
of 2007. We saw a slight decrease in attacks from last
quarter, consistent with a seasonal drop as post-holiday
shopping declines. Banks and financial services firms
continue to be the most-phished business, with 12 out
of the 14 most-phished brands.
The U.S. continues to host the majority of phishing attack sites, with a 34% share during the first quarter of
2008. This represents a huge increase from last quarter’s percentage.
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Also of note are attacks on auction houses, which represent an increased percentage of attacks at 60%.

Phishing trends by industry.

Methodology and Background
The Brandjacking Index is produced quarterly by MarkMonitor and explores numerical trends and statistics about brand
abuse. It contains anecdotal information about the business and technical methods used by brandjackers, along with analysis
and discussion of the business and social implications of brand abuse.
The cornerstone of the Brandjacking Index is the volume of public data analyzed by MarkMonitor using the company’s proprietary algorithms. MarkMonitor searches approximately 134 million public records and 60 million suspected phishing email
solicitations for brand abuse. These records come from various public domain data sources, along with Internet feeds from
leading international Internet Service Providers (ISPs), email providers and other alliance partners. None of this data contains
proprietary customer information.
This report is based on the following information and analysis:

• Tracking 30 of the most popular brands as ranked by Interbrand2
• Weekly sampling of more than 400,000 potential brand abuse incidents conducted throughout Q1
2008 for the overall brand analysis

• Nine vertical segments (Automotive, Apparel, Media, Consumer Packaged Goods, Consumer Electronics, Pharmaceutical, Food & Beverage, High Tech and Financial) for the overall brand analysis

• Eight travel brands including two airlines, two travel sites, two hotel chains and two aircraft manufacturers for the online risks in travel analysis

• Insights based on an average of weekly samples of incidents with over 500 active domains and
14,000 unique web landing pages

• Suspect emails reported from more than 650 million email inboxes hosted by the largest ISPs resulted
in 60 million suspicious emails being studied for the phishing analysis.

2 Note that this Brandjacking Index changes the composition of the brands used for our analysis.
We have updated the mix of brands and the results have changed by less than seven percent if
we were to use these newer brands in our previously published reports.
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Conclusions
Overall, brand abuse is increasing, especially when it comes to cybersquatting. Phishers continue to become more sophisticated, going after a more focused set of targets. There is also widespread abuse among consumer and commercial travel-related
websites. Clearly, the online trade of aircraft components challenges traditional regulation and enforcement and is a troubling
example of how brands can be easily exploited by scammers.
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About MarkMonitor
MarkMonitor, the global leader in enterprise brand protection, offers comprehensive solutions
and services that safeguard brands, reputation and revenue from online risks. With end-toend solutions that address the growing threats of online fraud, brand abuse and unauthorized
channels, MarkMonitor enables a secure Internet for businesses and their customers. The
company’s exclusive access to data combined with its real-time prevention, detection and

More than half the
Fortune 100 trust
MarkMonitor to protect
their brands online.
See what we can do for you.

response capabilities provide wide-ranging protection to the ever-changing online risks faced
by brands today. For more information, please visit www.markmonitor.com.
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